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1. Introduction 
Let us consider a generalization of the GI/G/ 1 queueing system in which there is a 
random ‘set-up’ time for custornsrs who arrive when the server is idle. 
We restrict ourselves to the discrete-time system observed at the equally spaced 
epochsO, 1,2 ,..., II ,... . All events in the system namely arrivals, transfers from 
queue to service and departures are assumed to occur at instants immediately prior to 
these epochs. We assume that there are I&o (ko- ‘0) customers in the system at the 
epoch pz = 0 and the (k. + l)th, (k. + 2)th, . . . , kth, . . . customers arrive at the epochs 
Ib+l, 9&+2,. . . 9 Tk, - 9. where 0 < Q_,+~ C +,+2 < n 9 l C 7k < l l l . we also assume 
that the inter-arrival times ak A rk+l -TV (k 2 0) are mutually independent and 
identically distributed. We write 
a, @{@k=v}, val,ksO; (1) 
v=l 
If the arriving customer finds the server busy, he must join the queue and wait to be 
served. His service time is S (S > 1). On the other hand, if the server is idle, the 
customer will be served immediately on arrival, in which case his service time is 
3’” AS + II where S is the normal service time and ~0) the set-up time. The 
customers are served in order of their arrivals. We write 
=v), l-0; H(z) I?= f hvzv, 1~1~ 1; (2) 
v=o 
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+P{$=j}, jai; 9(z)A : siz’, 12161; 
j=l 
uo 
{Sd'= j}, j2 1; i.e., C $2 = H(z)*(z), 12 1 s 1. 
j=l 
(3) 
(4) 
A queueing system in which there is an additional random set-up time is a special 
case of the ‘modified queueing system’. In the modified queueing system, customers 
arriving when the server is idle receive a different type of service from other 
customers. The modified M/G/l queue has been investigated by Bhat [ 11, Welch 
[22], Yeo [24] and the modified GI/M/l by Pakes [IS]. For the modified GI/G/l, 
Pakes [16] considers the number of customers erved during a busy period whereas 
Lemoine [ 13, 141 studies the limiting distribution of the waiting times. (See also [6, 
141 for slightly different models). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we construct a multivariate 
Markov chain describing the model. In Section 4, we introduce absorbing states into 
this chain to obtain the joint distribution of the duration of the busy cycle, the 
duration of the idle period and the number of customers erved during a busy period. 
In Section 5, returning to the original chain, we obtain analytical results for the 
idleness probabilities, the actual waiting time of each customer and the virtual 
waiting time at each epoch. To obtain these results, we adopt Kingman’s algebraic 
method of solution [ 121. Since this method was developed to study the actual waiting 
time of each customer in the classical GI/G/l queue, in the next section, we extend 
the algebraic structure to suit the need. 
he aigebraic struct 
Let us denote( by A the space of all those functions a(z) which are defined for 
lzl= 1 on the complex plane and can be represented in the form 
CD 
a( C anzn 
n=--oO 
(5) 
where an (n=O,*l,*2,...) are complex numbers satisfying the requirement 
llall ACZZ-a IanI c 00. Takacs [21] shows that A is a commutative Banach algebra. 
If a(z) E A and if is by then define transformation on (2) 
T,(a(z))P i an+ : a,z". 
n=-03 n=l 
TZ is a projection because T”(T,(a(z)}} = T,(a(z)}. 
Now, let 
(6) 
M+ ~{T,{a(z)}; a(z)e A) (7) 
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be the range of T, and 
M-A{a(z)EA; T,{a(z)}=O} (8) 
be the null space of T, l M+ and M- are linear sub-spaces of A. For any a(z) E A, we 
can decompose a(z) uniquely into a(z)= T,{a(z)}+{a(z)- T,{a(z)}} where 
T,{a(z)}~ M+ and{+)- TZ{a(z)}}E M-. We say that A is the direct sumof M+ and 
M- and write 
A==M,@M-. (9) 
We observe that the members of M+ are analytic in the domain lzl< 1 and 
continuous for lzl G 1; the members of M- are analytic in the domain lzl> 1 and 
continuous for Iz 12 1. Furthermore, 
M+ n M- = (0). (10) 
It is easy to prove that both M+ and M_ art: closed under multiplication. They are 
therefore not only sub-spaces of A but also sub-algebras of A. The projection T, on 
A, whose both range and null space are sub-algebras of A, is called a Wendel 
projection. 
This is the algebraic structure set up by Wendel [23] and Kingman [ 121. 
Let us now introduce a new Wendel projection S, on A in the following way: If 
a(z)E A and a(z) is given by (5) then 
S,{a(z)} 2% ? a,z”+ f a,. (11) 
tt=--43 n=O 
Similar to the projection T,, if 
N- h{S,(a(z)}; a(z)E A} (12) 
is the range of S, and 
N+e{a(z&A; &{a(~)}= O} (13) 
the null space of S,, then 
A = N-ON+; (14) 
N- n N, = (0); (1% 
and N_, N, are sub-algebras of i\. Also, the members of N_ are analytic in the 
domain lzl> 1 and continuous for Izl 2 1; the members of N, are analytic in the 
domain lz I< 1 and continuous for lz I c 1. 
Clearly, M_ c N_. Also, if K is the set of all those functions that are independent 
of z (K c N_), then it is easy to show that for any a(Z)E A, 
T,{S,{12(z)}}=S,~T,{a(z)}}=Ila!l~K; (16) 
N_=M-OK; (17) 
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and 
N-nM+=K. (18) 
Lastjiy, let us denote by Uz and U: the two new transformations 
foilbw: if CE (2) E A and a(z) is given by (S), then 
&{a(z)}a f ad, 
n=il 
(1% 
UT{a(z)}Pa(z)--U,{a(z)}= 2 tZnZn. 
n=-CU 
(2Q) 
We have 
sU,{a(z)> = Z{ra(z)l- T,M4~lz=~; (21) 
U:{a(z))l,=~ = T,b(z))lz=o. (22) 
What we have here is an extension of the sub-algebra M- into the sub-aigebra N_. 
While N- has all the ‘nice’ properties of A4--, it contains a much larger class of 
functions. We now return to the original queueing problem. 
3. A multi-variate Markov chain 
Let L, (n 30) bie the total number of customers waiting in the queue or being 
served at epoch n. Let Rn (n 2 0) be the residual service time of the customer being 
served at epoch n ; i.e., the time required before he leaves the system. Let A, (n 2 0) 
be the time difference between n and the time of the first arrival in the interval (n, a). 
Let Cn (n 20) be the total number of customers being in the system at the epoch 
n = 0 or arriving at the system during the interval (0, n]. We shall study the 
multi-variate Markov chain {L,, Rn, An ; Cn}, 
It is well-known that any stochastic process can be characterised as a Markov 
process if the full set of random variables needed to specify the &ate of the process is 
employed. For the queueing system studied in this paper, the instantaneous tate of 
the process is completely characterised by the trivariate {Ln, Rn, An}. The study of 
such a tri-variate process, however, requires very complicated mathematics because 
of its Wiener-Hopf character [lo]. In this paper, instead of studying the tri-variate 
process (Ln, n, An}, we study the quadruple {Ln, R,. An; Cn}. We shall show that 
thus will enable us to resolve our problem more fully. Now let 
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Straightforward arguments result in the following Chapman-Kolmogorov difference 
equations for n 2 0: 
P n+l 0.0.1 ;o = Pon.O.l+l;O u 2 1); (24) 
P n+l (),QJ;k = P;.O.l+l;k +PY.l.l+l;k (121, kal); (25) 
P n+l l,i.l;k = Py,j+l,l+l;k +PY,l.I+l;kSj 
+Pli,0.~;k-&q +P~.l.l;k-lsjal (j~l,l~l,k~2); 
n+l 
P. t,i.l;k = Pyj+l,l+t;k +P~+l.l.l+l;ksj 
(27) 
P;,‘r;;k =P%j+l,l+l;k i-P;-l.j+l.l;k-la, (i2 l, I3 l, k g2). (2% 
We shall use this set of equations to study the actual waiting times and virtual 
waiting times in Section 5. Before doing so, however, let us modify them to study the 
stochastic laws for the busy cycles in the next section. 
4. The busy cycles 
Let US now consider a second queueing system, having exactly the same descrip- 
tion as the one above but admitting no more customers whenever the system is empty 
for the first time. We assume that initially this system is not empty. It is equivalent o 
the initial busy period of the original queueing system. The second queueing system 
will have the same ChapmarJSolmogorov difference equations as the original 
system except that the term P ~,~,l&al does not appear in (26) and P&)&k_&@ in 
(27) 
Let the notation for the second queueing system be those for the tirst system 
together with the additional symbol A. We say that the Markov chain (c,, 
has {O, 0, I; k 1 Ia 1, k > 1) as absorbing states. Cox and Miller [3, p. 2631 suggest 
this approach as one suitable method to investigate the distribution of the busy 
period of the M/G/l model but do not elaborate any further. Hokstad uses this 
method to study the busy period of the M/G/l queue [8] and GI/G/l queue 
PI 
From (l), (3), (26)-(29), with the terms P&)J;&~ (k 20) omitted, after some 
routine calculations, we obtain the following relation between the generating 
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functionsfor Iylsl, lzlsl, Itlbl, n*O,kal: 
k 00 a~ 
t z[(l -~kl)“C’(+-y] ; f &,,;k# 
i=l1=2 
k 00 . . 
- yt c 1 fi;j,l;kylfl 
i=l j=l 
-(1 --~kl)yz~(z) f fi:.I.l;kfl 
1=2 
k-l 00 
+ (1 -dk1jy2?f?(?) c 1 ~~j,l;k-lyizi 
is1 j=l 
k-l 
+tl --~klh’~~~~b+- y)fl(t) i& p;l.l;k-I)+, 
c 
! 
m 
(30) 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta. 
1 
Now let Gr, (n 20) be the virtual waiting time at the epoch n of the second 
queueing system and let 
I?& = P{ pn = j9 An =l,&,,=k} (na0, jaO,lal, kal). 
If at epoch n. &, = i (i 2 l), then the virtual waiting time at this epoch is defined as the 
sum of the residual service time of the current customer and the amourlt of service 
required by the remaining (i - 1) waiting customers, i.e., 
(I4 6 1, na0, bl, kal). 
Thus, if we substitute P(y) for y in (30) we shall obtain 
00 00 
zt 1 c O$:A’= 
j=l I=1 
=i$~n 
00 
%) j,l;kZ jtl 
j=l I=1 
-t c V^;l;kZj 
j=l 
--z : B;,,,,;kt’+(l-~k1)t~(z)n(t) f rn ’ 
1=2 
0 j,l;k-If ’ 
j=l 
(32) 
(IZIG 1, ItIS 1 , na0, ka lj. 
B y,lJ;k (n 2 0, Ia 2, k 2 1) is the probability that the second queueing system 
becomes empty for the first time after the departure of the kth customer at epoch 
it +,l and that the (k + 1)th customer would have arrived at the system at epoch 
(n + I) were he allowed to do so. It is therefore equal to the joint probability that the 
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initial busy period of the original system ends at epoch (n + l), there are k customers 
served during this period and the duration of the first idle perioc! is (I - 1). If we 
denote this by b y?&, we shall have 
This relationship indicates that the busy period studied in this paner is what Cohen 
12, p. 2841 calls the strong busy period. A strong busy period coilGnues when an 
arrival occurs at the instant of departure of the last customer in the system. In other 
words, two consecutive strong busy periods are separated with probability one by 
one idle period of non-zero duration. 
Now from (32), taking the generating function with respect to II and k and on 
behalf of (33), we obtain 
- zt f f z b;;kt’S”Xk (121 s 1, ItI s 1,151 c 1, 1x16 0 &=I n=l I=1 
When lzl= 1, putting t = e/z in the above equation yields 
i&&hk = 
k=l n=O j=l 
From the algebraic structure set up in Section 2, we see that 
tf+(X, & Z)A f f f &Jj~nXk EM+; 
k=l n=O j=l 
(35) 
(36) 
and (1 -*WWW N z can be factorised into the form 
1 -*w~ww4 = g’(*t z; r)lg-(*, &d (38) 
where 
g’k &da expVXn(l - *Wz)fWz)))) E Ad+; (39) 
g-(x, 6, z)~exp{T,(ln(l -x?P(z)L?(S/z))}--ln(l -xlY(a)i2(~,k))}~ M_. 
(49 
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If we now let 
(41) 
‘lien for IX 1 =z l,ISl< 1, lz I = 1, (35) is equivalent to 
Now, note that the left hand side of (42) is a function belonging to ?d+ while its right 
hand side is a function belonging to AL From (18), we conclude that both sides must 
be independent on z and equal to, say, K(x, 6). As the function on the left hand side 
is analytic in the domain Iz I< 1, by the analytic continuation, we have 
Sg’(x, 5,Z)Q’(& 5, z)- wqm, c, WO(x, 5, z))= K(x, C) 
(~x~LIsl~LlZlq* (43) 
To obtain the expression for K(x, e), we simply put z = 0 in (43) and note that from 
(36), Q+(x, $, 0) = 0: 
K(x, Q) = -7&g-(x, & z)VO(x, 4, zNIz=o (1x1 c 1% Irl< 0 (44) 
Thus, from the analytic continuation, (20), (2 1) and the identity of (44) and the right 
hand side of (42) we obtain 
(1x1s 1, Is*l< 1, Wl)* (45) 
This is an analytic solution for the joint distribution of the duration of the initial busy 
cycle, the duration of the first idle period and the number of customers erved during 
the initial busy period. It is expressed in terms of the initial condition V”(x, & t). 
If the initial busy period is initiated by the arrival of one customer, i.e., 
V”(x, Z; z) = x?P(z)J2(&‘t)H(z), it will be the same as the normal busy period In this 
case, denoting BL(x, Z; e/z) by B-(x, 6, e/r), we have 
B-(x, &5/z) = u2: (g-(x, 6, z)H(z))/ g-(x, S,‘z) 
(IXIG 1, IsI< 1914~ 1). (46) 
When the set-up time is equal to zero, i.e., H(a) = 1, it follows from (40) and (46) that 
B-(x, & 5/r)= 1 -exp{UT{ln(l -x*(z)J2(&~))}}, (47) 
a result flound by Pollaczek [17], Finch [7] and Kingman [ 1 l] for the analogous 
continuous time @I/G/ A ,odel. 
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From (49, the generating function of the joint distribution of the duration of the 
initial busy cycle and the number of customers erved during the initial busy period is 
&(x9 5,5)= wg-(x9 5, wk 69 m=1 
= T&g-(x, 6, Wok 6,4llz=o- (48) 
When V’(x, & z) = xV(r)f2(&‘r)H(z), this becomes 
B-k & 8 = T&g-(x, 5, zYWlIz=o. (49) 
The purpose of this section was to obtain the analytic solution for Bl(x, 6, e/z). 
This has now been achieved. In the course of analysis, however, we find that a 
number of additional results can be obtained. They are the analytic solutions for the 
actual waiting time of each customer within a busy period and the virtual waiting time 
at each epoch within this period. The importance of these quantities has been 
discussed in i4]. 
Let $$ SC: the probability that the kth customer arrives at the system at epoch n to 
find that the system is still in the initial busy period and thus has to wait a duration j 
(n 2 1, j 2 0, k 2 2). Since the actual waiting time of a customer is the virtual waiting 
time at the time of his arrival, we have 
k=2 n=l j=O 
=(x@)P+(x, (, 2) (1x1” 1, Id< 19 14s 1). 
From (43) and (44), it follows that 
This is the analytic solution for the actual waiting times within the initial busy period. 
When V”(x, 5, z) = x?P(z)l2(~Jz)H(z), denoting it by k(x, 5, z), we have 
I@(& 69 z)- - -xH(z)+xU,K(x, h; z)H(z)Vg+(x, 62) 
(1x1s 1, ISI< 1, I+ 0 (52) 
For the virtual waiting time at each epoch within the initial busy period, we first put 
z = e/t in (34) to obtain for ItI s 1, ISI < 1,1x1 s 1, i&l s Irl, 
x c c c b;:&“Xk = 
k=l n=l 1=1 
+(I 
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+ (l -&1)yzt[Wz’)- vln(t) Y P;l,l;HY i 
i = 1 
Now, similar to (31) we have 
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Thus, if we substitute P(z) for in (57) shall obtain 121 G !rls 1, a 0, a 1: 
+rrvon(l)[ (l-akl) i VZl;k-lZi + zH(r)Po”,o.l:,k-1 * 
j=l 3 (59) 
Since the actual waiting time of each customer is the virtual waiting time at the time 
of his arrival, we have 
+&f z pon.O.l;k-1 6” 
n=O 
Thus, from (59) taking the generating function with respect o time yields 
[zr -61 c c c v;,;&~“= 
n=O j=l I=1 
-- rt f it? Win:k+lfy t- (1 - s,,)zt?P(z)n(t) g f $!k*j~n 
nzlj=() n=l j=O 
+&f[h?(t)-(1 -&,)]p(Z)fl(t) f P:,o,l:k-& 
n=O 
(IZIG 1, ItIe 1, lelc 1, ka 1). (61) 
If lzl= 1, letting t= t/t in the above equation we find that 
Fz as W:k+& +(I -2) i i Po”,O,J;&f~)‘f% 
n=l j=O n=O I=1 
+-tJ{H(z)- (1 - &,)}!@)n(&) f p~,O.l;k-l~n* 
n=O 
(621 
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Now, let fk (k a 1) be the duration the server stays idle before the arrival of the kth 
customer. We have Ik = 0 if and only if Wk > 0 or BVk = 0 and V@ = 1 (k 3 2). We 
also have 
$1 4 P{f1= j, Ql = n) = 8j”&;O = s,,Wo”;l (n BY) (63) 
= n} = p:,;;j:, ;k - 1 
= P&!j;k - 1 - POn,ii!,?l;k-l (lsjen, ka2); (64) 
+[ : P:,o,~;k-l~~ (14 = 1, ItI< 1, k 22); 
n=O 
(63 
(66) 
Equation (62) can therefore be writtel-i as 
aI itc 
n=l j=O n=l j=l 
-E p 
lj;k+l c”= 
n=l j=l 
+ (I- ~kl)*(z)fi(5/z) i? it W;;&fj(n 
n=l j=O 
-(I -akl)*(z)R(t/z) f i $&en 
n=l j=l 
+H(z)*(z)fl([/a) i i i!ktn (lzI= 1, itI< 1, k a 1) (67) 
n=l j=l 
This is the relationship that we tried to establish. It is a siqzultuneous representation 
of both (55) 2nd the following 
-min(O, s* -u&) if w& 
1 k-t-1 = -min(O, s - m&) if w& =Oand V&--p 1; (68) 
-min(O, w& +s-_ak) if wk >o* 
In fact, if we take the T, transfornr,atisn on both sides of (67) we shall obtain 
(56) . 
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Now, from (67) taking the generating function with respect o k and together with 
(63), we obtain 
[1-xV(z)J2((/z)] : : : w;.z’5”xk= 
k=l n=l j=O 
+[I -XqZ)a(tgZXl -H(Z)}] $ f ? ii";kenxk 
k=l n=l j=l 
(l~l~LlSl<~9121=1) (69) 
we have crzo czo z;;“= 1 &;kz j((/z )i k = V”(x,&z)asin(41)andfor]x)~1,1&1<l, 
lzl =.I, 
iy;kz-jenx k c N-. 
kc1 n=! j=l 
From (38) for 1x1 s 1, ItI < 1, lzl = 1, (69) c8n now be written as 
g+(x, 6 W”k & z)-XT&Ax, 5, Wok 6, z)h+(x, z; z) 
x 11 - H(z ,Yk 5) 
= xg-k 6, W”(x, 6, z)-XZk-(x, z; z)V”k E, z)) 
-. g-(x. & z)i--(x, g, z)+g-(x, 6, z)H(tY(x, 5), 
where I(x, 5)” I-(x, & 1) = T&-(x, & z)}. 
If there is no set-up time, i.e., H(z) = 1, the right hand side of (72) becomes 
M(x, z; z)V°C~, 6, z:~--XT&-(X, 5, zJV”(x, 5, z))-g-(x, 6, z){I-(x, (5, z)-I(x, 0) 
which belongs to M_, Since its left hand side elongs to M+, from (lo), we conclude 
that both sides must Ibe equal to zero. From the analytic continuation, we thus find 
that for 1x1 s 1, ISI < I., ItI s 1: 
W+(x, E, z) = xT,{g-(x. 5, Wok 6 z))/g+k 60 (73) 
which i;s Theorem 6 in [2 l] and is analogous to the result obtained by PollaczeA [ 181 
for the continuous model. 
We can see that when H(z) = 1, Kingman’s algebra is sufficient because the 
function on the right hand side of (72) belongs to AL. When H(z) # 1, this condition, 
however, does not hold. We are therefore forced to find an expression for 1(x, 5) and 
I-(x, 5, z) first before obtaining that for +(x, & z). To do so, let us rewrite (72) as 
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follows: 
zg+ix, 6, z)w’ix, 5, z)--xT,k-ix, & z)V”(x, z; z)} + 
- zg+(x, 5,zXl -H(z))I(x, S)--Iix, W’zkg-ix, 6 z)HizN = 
= xtg-(x, 6, z)V”ix, 6, z)-XT&-(X, & z)V”ix, 6,~)) 
-zg-ix, e, g-(X, 69 z)+zg-i& 6 z)H(z)lk 5) 
-1(x, t)T,{zg_(x, Z; z)HizN (1x1 s L ISI< 1, I4 = 0 (74) 
Now, from (71), 21-(x, & t ) E N-. This means that while the left hand side of (74) 
belongs to M+, its right hand side belongs to N-. (18) implies that both sides must be 
independent on z and equal to, say, L(x, 5). From the analytic continuation, we can 
put z = 0 in the left hand side of (74) to obtain 
Ux, S) = -xZkg-ix, 6, W*ix, 6, z)Ilz=o 
- iix, S)T&g-ix, 5, z)Wz)Ilz=o (75) / 
Also putting z = 1 in the right hand side of (74) we find that L(x, 6) = --1(x, 6) and 
hence 
C&g-(x, 6, z)V”i~, 6,zN/z=o 
“” ‘I= l- T,{zg-(x, & z)H(z)}(,=o iIxIsl’ Islc ‘)* iw 
The interpretation of this equation is that the event ‘the kth customer arrives at the 
system at epoch n to find the server idle’ generates a two dimensional modified 
recurrent process in the sense of Feller [S] and thus from (48) and (49), 
1(x, 5)=x&(x, 6,5)/[1 -B-(x, 5,5)1. im 
From the analytic continuation, (20), (21), the identity of (75) and the right hand side 
of (74) it follows that for 1x1~ 1, ISI c 1, lz I 2 1, 
I-(x, e, 2) = xuz k-ix, 6, W”ix, 6, z)V&Cix, (3 9) 
+1(x, 5Y-J: k-ix, E, MWUg-(x9 69 2) (78) 
which can be interpreted from the convolution, (45) and (46) as 
I-ix, z; 2)=x&-ix, z; W+I(x, SW-ix, & 5/z). (79) 
Also, from the analytic continuation, (21), the identity of (75) and the left hand side 
of (74) we obtain the following analytic solution for the actual waiting of each 
customer for 1x1s 1, ISI< 1, lzls 1, 
W’(x, 6, z) = I(& s‘)+xWg-(x, 6, z)VOix, 6, z)Ilg+(xl r, 2) 
+1(x, 0MW+ Wg-ix, & Wiz)Ilg+ix, 6, z)} (80) 
The interpretation of this equation is that either the kth customer initiates a busy 
period (1st term), or waits within the initial busy period (2nd term and (5 1)) or waits 
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within the normal busy period initiated by the evert ‘a customer arrives to find the 
system empty’ (3rd term and (52)). 
Lastly, we take the generating function with respect to k the equation (61) to 
obtain the analytic solution for the virtual waiting time at each epoch when lz 1 s 1, 
Irla IxlG ISP., l&449 
+ zt[ 1 - .eP(z)f2(t)] W’(x, & 2):x(2? - 5) 
- zt?P(z)O(t)[ 1 - H(z)]I(x, e)/(zt - 6). 
where W’(x, 5, z) is known as in (80), 1(.x, e) in 
c& ~Z=O c;“= 1P~,~,l;&kk is found by putting z = e/t in (8 1) 
q E f P;,(JJ;&kk = 
k=() a:=() 1~1 
PI 
PI 
PI 
HI 
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